
HOW TO WRITE A RAP SONG NIGAHIGA WIKI

For the last lesson in this video, R-Dizzle teaches them how to write a rap song, by remembering the international
rappers' motto "Write it, rap it, spit it on a track.

On the 25th of June , nigahiga was surpassed by Ray William Johnson , just , short of 4,, subscribers. He
although has over 3 billion total video views, him reaching his first 1 billion views in late , the second in late ,
and his third in late  Ryan Higa often creates skits either with or without friends In one dear Ryan he fell in
love and broke up with a tree named Katrina Music. On March 13, , and December 17, , nigahiga's channel
became the first to reach 2 and 3 million YouTube subscribers. Ryan gained less than 2 million subscribers
that year despite gaining nearly three million the previous, nearly as many as Ray Johnson's growth in the last
two years as well. Though, that year was the beginning year when he was starting to get surpassed by other
Minority YouTubers and celebrities, in late even being surpassed by VanossGaming to no longer be the most
subscribed person of Asian descent, a title he held since  However, around Christmas , Smosh surpassed him
in subscribers at around 6,, subscribers. Step 3: Signature Look Edit "Next, you're gonna need your signature
look. Answer your brother's girlfriend when she asks if your brother is up. Edit "First thing you're gonna do in
order to be a rapper is come up with your rapper name [ His videos have made people's lives better as well as
inspire people to create their own content on YouTube or other film or video platforms. The most he has
gotten in a single month was over , subscribers, doing so multiple times, all of those times happening in  Every
rapper knows that one thing you don't want people to do when they listen to your rap is to understand it, so
you really wanna unenunciate, so you want to not speak clearly. He always carries around a cell phone, that's
how his fans recognize him and that's how he recognizes his fans. Ryan along with Sean who had nearly one
million subscribers than any other YouTube channel at one point now had the third most subscribed YouTube
channel and the second most subscribed sketch comedy channel. Ryan has over 26 million combined
subscribers if adding up HigaTV 5 million subscribers and Nigahiga 21 million subscribers. Media Influence
Ryan or nigahiga, is regarded as one of the most consistent YouTubers of all time standing to figures such as
Smosh and others. Higa is a black belt in Judo. When Ryan started his YouTube career, he did rants often thus
naming his channel that along with his last name. All you gotta do is pick something simple and that makes
sense to who you are.


